Recommendations from the EGAPP Working Group: does PCA3 testing for the diagnosis and management of prostate cancer improve patient health outcomes?
The Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and Prevention (EGAPP) Working Group found insufficient evidence to recommend prostate cancer antigen 3 (PCA3) testing to inform decisions for when to rebiopsy previously biopsy-negative patients for prostate cancer or to inform decisions to conduct initial biopsies for prostate cancer in at-risk men (e.g., previous elevated prostate-specific antigen test or suspicious digital rectal examination).The EGAPP Working Group found insufficient evidence to recommend PCA3 testing in men with cancer-positive biopsies to determine if the disease is indolent or aggressive in order to develop an optimal treatment plan.Based on the available evidence, the overall certainty of clinical validity to predict the diagnosis of prostate cancer using PCA3 is deemed "low." The EGAPP Working Group discourages clinical use for diagnosis unless further evidence supports improved clinical validity.Based on the available evidence, the overall certainty of net health benefit is deemed "low." The EGAPP Working Group discourages clinical use unless further evidence supports improved clinical outcomes. It has been suggested that PCA3 testing in the general male population might lead to earlier diagnosis and management changes (e.g., earlier detection and earlier initiation or higher rates of medical interventions) that improve outcomes. EGAPP Working Group found no direct evidence to support this possibility, so we sought indirect evidence aimed at documenting the extent to which PCA3 testing alters prostate cancer diagnosis or management, alone and in combination with traditional clinical management factors, and the extent to which this testing improves health outcomes. Assay-related evidence was deemed adequate for the PROGENSA PCA3 assay approved by the US Food and Drug Administration, available from Gen-Probe. Very few studies were available that investigated preanalytical effects, analytical performance, and diagnostic accuracy of other quantitative assays for PCA3. Evidence on clinical validity was rated inadequate to derive any conclusions about performance of PCA3 testing to inform decisions for when to rebiopsy previously biopsy-negative patients for prostate cancer, or to inform decisions to conduct initial biopsies for prostate cancer in at-risk men (e.g., previous elevated prostate-specific antigen test or suspicious digital rectal examination). Furthermore, there was little evidence to derive any conclusions about performance of PCA3 testing in men with cancer-positive biopsies to determine if the disease is indolent or aggressive in order to develop an optimal treatment plan. No studies were available to provide direct evidence on the balance of benefits and harms related to PCA3 testing for diagnosis and management in the general male population. Evidence for other populations (e.g., high risk) was not evaluated in the review. Early diagnosis of prostate cancer is central to minimizing morbidity and mortality. Prevention of prostate cancer mortality is a public health priority. Improvements in outcomes associated with PCA3 testing could have important impacts.